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Here is where one goes to discover 
Yesterday the parallel Fair VOLTA6 opened in the Dreispitzhalle. Arbitrary next to preciousness. 
 
The art fair VOLTA6, which found a new home in the Dreispitzhalle, presents recent contemporary position. 81 
galleries from Europe, Asia and the Americas were selected by an international jury and show young and mid-career 
artists. Strolling through the fair parallel to Art Basel one sees some arbitrary positions, like the already fashionable 
examination of art history. Falk Gernegross (Galerie Kliendienst, Leipzig) paints figures that resemble Old Masters but 
here they are surrounded by fluttering moths. It’s well executed but limited in the effect. There is a more layered 
humour in Thilo Baumgaertel’s drawings: Among hunters Pan appears with a gun. 
We could possibly identify a trend in recent contemporary art: it loves scenes of Armageddon. But many remain 
harmless up and even uninspired, like the gallows with a hanging iBook (Teapot, Cologne). Good quality can be 
found if you look for it. Like Anne Wenzel’s “Loss of Innocence,” a small sculpture of the Virgin Mary melting like a 
wax candle but which is made out of ceramic; it makes you shiver (Akinci, Amsterdam). Strong young abstract art is 
offered by Hannes Broeker (Baer, Dresden), with his painted large-scale cityscapes. Fascinating as well are the 
smaller abstract works, radiating strong energy by Nessie Stonbridge (Madder 139); here one can also admire 
Frances Young’s video installation  “Song of Farewell,” of birds occupying and nesting in an abandoned rollercoaster 
flying up and down, all in slow-motion, the sound only the beating of their wings.  
A new feature of the fair is the LIGHTBOX with video installations and light sculptures. That is a real boon: there really 
great art can be seen. Katja Loher shows her video work “Sculpting in Air / Video Planets,” a world populated and 
de-populated by soldiers, which she created for the Maxxi Museum in Rome. Facsinating and well-executed are 
Gerry Fox’s Venetian impressions, based on paintings of Venice by Manet, Monet and Turner; Fox filmed gondolas 
cruising in the canal and altered the sequences on his computer, applying the colour and structure of the respective 
artists. 
The fair is not astounding but exciting art of good quality and moderate prices cane be discovered. 


